Abstract: Music is one of ways to express affective activities of human beings. Therefore, there are many researches about music activities in the field of affective computing (Kansei Engineering). However, although most of those researches treat mainly the automatic generation of music using computer or the effects of music to human emotion or affective-cognitive, there are only few researches which deal with music composition as humans creative activities in the field of affective computing. It is desired to realize the system that can overcome drawbacks and support the collaborative music composition to exert specific creativity based on the human original affective activity. In this paper, we describe (1) conditions and method for supporting creative collaborative composing based on the analysis of human creativity (2) implementation of the system with supporting creative and collaborative composition, and (3) system evaluation and its result which shows availability of the system.
INTRODUCTION
Music is one of ways to express affective activities of human beings. There are two activities in music including playing music and composing music. Both of them are the creative activities of the human. Therefore, there are many researches about music activities in the field of affective computing (Kansei Engineering) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, although most of those researches treat mainly the automatic generation of music using computer or the effects of music to human emotion or affective-cognitive, there are only few researches which deal with music composition as humans' creative activities in the field of affective computing.
In the past, the music production was made by an excellent professional composer (so called genius). However, in recent years, even non-professional individuals using DTM [Note 1] and DAW [Note 2] have been able to produce music.
Also in the past, Music performances were performed in the concert halls by excellent professional players depending on market norms. But in recent years, even individuals who are not professionals have more opportunities to publish their own performance using the so-called social media without necessarily intending to make profit [9] , based on the social norms.
Thus, in recent years, a lot of individuals who are not professional involve to the music as their affective and creative activity without depending on market norms using personal computers and computer network. One way to positively support the music activities is to use DTM and DAW (hereinafter referred as DAWs) that realize the collaborative music composition over computer network.
On the other hand, since the present music production using DAWs is mainly on the premise of personal use, it has several disadvantages for the above. First, it is hard to perform the check function of musical pieces by other members on this method. Second, this method tends to lead to patterned musical styles and immobilized sound sources [8] . Therefore, it is desired to realize a system that can overcome those drawbacks and support the collaborated music composition to exert specific creativity based on the human original affective activity.
There are several researches about collaborative composition to solve those kinds of disadvantages. Amitani, S. and Hori, K. [22] built a composition supporting system aimed to share the composer's macroscopic views. Ohira, M. et al. [23] built a real-time collaborative composition supporting system for casual users (they set them as "light users"). Jorda and Wüst [24] built a system which supports musical collaboration by using computer networks.
However, there are no enough discussions concerning the questions in those researches. That is, what is creativity and what is necessity in music composition? For example, we insist that the support system should incorporate with the answers to the following three questions:
(1) How does a member externalize his/her thinking as hypothesis? (2) How does a member present or share that externalized hypothesis? (3) How does a member reinvestigate minutely that presented hypothesis?
In order to solve these questions, we are investigating a research concerned with supporting creative and collaborative composition system by a plurality of persons [10] . Using this system, we can realize the environment where we do not miss creative opportunities nor inhibit creative activities in joint composed process. In this paper, we describe the system implemented based on analysis and design done in [10] .
This paper consists of the following chapters. First, Chapter 2 describes the creativity and collaborative work which is applicable for music composition based on [10] . Next, in Chapter 3, we analyze creative collaborative music composition. In Chapter 4, we investigate comparatively between our study and existing products and Web Service to compose music collaboratively, and previous researches. In addition , we describe to evaluation methods for Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter 5, we explain the detail of the our proposed collaborative music composition system and show that it is sufficient as an implementation based on this design. In Chapter 6, we discuss the results of experiments on the user evaluation of the implemented system. Finally, Chapter 7 is the summary.
CREATIVITY AND COLLABORATIVE WORK
There are various definitions of creation [11] . In this paper, we define creation as making something new that nobody thought of before by combining and expanding his/her stocks. Stocks mean stored knowledge and ideas in creators' mind. Also we define creativity as the characteristic which is owned by individual or group and make creation possible.
There are some previous works about process of creation based on the definition of creation like mentioned above. For example, research of cognitive operation called "displacing (moving, shifting)" by Okada, T. [12] , research of promotion of creation by copying of others' works by Ishibashi, K. and Okada, T. [19] , and so on.
In general, if creation is regarded as problem solving action, we expect that results from group problem solving are better than those from individual problem solving. This is because a group has more idea and information. The theoretical grounds of the above are the micro-macro translation model [14] and the social combination model [15] . The micro-macro translation model explains a process of translating and collecting micro inputs such as the member's intellectual resources, information, or intention into macro inputs such as group decision, or group solution. The social combination model explains a process of group problem solving which each member considers his/her information.
But, in actual collaborative work, group problem solving is known to function not effectively. Two reasons of that are as below.
(1) Collective Information Sampling This is a model that, in a group work, group members do not comprehensively examine or discuss member's information but pay attention to personal tendency or characteristic information. According to this model, shared information which has been shared originally between group members tend to be referred to and be given the sympathy of other members in a discussion. On the other hand, unshared information which is owned by only particular individual does not tend to be referred to and be considered even if it is useful. Then, the group reaches conclusion by using only biased information. Therefore, the group cannot reach the conclusion which should have been reached by utilizing information that each member has. That is the reason why group problem solving does not function well [15] . (2) Blocking Blocking means what occurs in group work and blocks personal thinking. In group work, a member must do personal thinking, grasping of others' thought, and group communication simultaneously in a certain period. Therefore, personal thinking is blocked due to shortage of time and decreasing of opportunities to speak. The situation like this is called blocking. It is said that blocking will be especially a major problem when a creative collaborative work is carried out [15] .
CREATIVE COOPERATIVE MUSIC COMPOSI-TION

Individual music composition
Sloboda, J. A. proposed the diagram of typical individual music composition process (Fig. 1) [13] . In this figure, an act of music composition is represented as a transition process of four stages from A to D.
Rectangles E, F, and G represent knowledge or memories that were stored in the composer's long-term memory over the years. In other words they represent the resources. They correspond to the stocks defined in Chapter 2.
The downward arrows which start from A, pass through B and C, and reach D represent the processes of transforming of products at each stage. Other horizontal and diagonal arrows represent to utilizing of the resources.
The dashed line arrow from G to A represents a possibility of affection. For example, dashed line from A to G means such as the following: If A exists, G affects A. If A does not exist, G dose not affected A A represents the more or less specific musical idea. A exists or does not exist according to the viewpoint of comments of theme. B represents the kernel of theme springs unbidden. C represents the results applied to techniques of transformation or modification to the original theme. D represents the final form. When the composer modified C and judged it finished, D is reached. The process progresses in one direction from an emergence of the ideas to completion of the music (from A to D) in the composer's mind.
E represents the knowledge about the techniques of music composition to transform and modify the themes. F represents the tonal and stylistic knowledge. G represents the criteria for judging the musical rightness of the products. F and G exist in the unconscious area. E exists in the conscious area.
The following is an explanation about the flow of personal music composition along Fig. 1 . First, the composer conceives a theme (B) using vague ideas about musical pieces (A) and tonal and stylistic knowledge (F). Next, the composer extents or develops the theme using his/her knowledge of compositional techniques (E). Then he/she makes forms (C) from the theme. He/she modifies those intermediate forms repeatedly. When he/she judged the modification of the forms has been completed based on G (the criteria of the musical rightness of the products), composition is finished too.
In our research, we target at the part of transition from B to C by utilizing E. At the transition From A to B, F (that is, general tonal and stylistic) knowledge is important. It can be acquired by musical education. Therefore, we do not target that transition in our research. The transition from C to D is the process of coincidence in opinion, so we do not target that transition in our research.
There are two reasons for the failure of transition from B to C, in other words, the failure of music composition. One is caused by E. This is "shortage of stocks", it means shortage of the composer's experience or knowledge. Because of that, it is impossible for the composer to conceive how to transit from B to C. Another is caused by the transition of stage from B to C. This is "stagnation of thinking". Though the composer has enough stock, he/she cannot conceive how to utilize his/her stock.
If collaborative work functions well, all group members can utilize their stocks and usage of stocks. We consider those two problems can be solved at this time.
Group music composition
The group music composition is a collaborative work for collaborative problem solving. Mcgrath, E. J. classified collaborative work from a variety of perspectives and proposed task circumflex [16, 17] .
Based on this model, collaborative music composition has two aspects of task type. One is type of Planning tasks/Performance tasks, another is type of Creative tasks/ Decision-making tasks.
(1) Planning tasks/Performance tasks This is the task type that more than one person works efficiently to reach the goal. Efficient works and easy sharing of progress status/products in progress are important to reach the goal.
Most existing cooperation composition software supports them because it is important for it to work with efficiencyoriented production methods of usual DTM. In these methods, the acts of collaborative music composition are synchronously or asynchronously collaborative work that are composed by requesting a member to produce and modify another member's part and producing song materials by requested member. These acts are repeated until the products agree with the images of the client. Therefore, in most existing collaborative music composition systems, there exists an easy song data sharing function and an additional communication function such as a text (voice) chat. (2) Creative tasks/Decision-making tasks This is the task type that more than one member presents the ideas or information each other and they solve the problems through discussions based on them. In this task, it is important for the members to share the ideas and information each other and to discuss deeply. The object of our research is to support creation by discussion. So, we target at this task type as our research subject.
In both of these task types, problems might not be solved successfully because of collective information Figure 1 : Diagram of music composition process [13] sampling and blocking described in Chapter 2. Especially at Planning tasks/Performance tasks, regarding only work products as shared information is equal to using biased information. Because that interferes with creation, it is extremely important to take measures against these problems. The two items below are needed to solve these problems.
(1) Externalization of thinking, reinvestigation and refinement by checking and explaining validity of thinking In group problem solving, each participant member externalizes his/her thinking process clearly. This externalization is promoted in collaborative state [18] . Reinvestigation and refinement of thinking that one person think he/she is understood it is promoted by externalization of thinking like this. When another person who has different knowledge or points of view checks the validity of thinking or requests an explanation of it, externalization of thinking is promoted.
These reinvestigation and refinement cause the reconstruction processes of knowledge. That gains the members deep understanding and the problem of thinking is solved [19] . (2) Unification and sharing of hypothesis space and experiment space Hypothesis space is a personal space where a person thinks problems by trial and error or set hypotheses. What corresponds to it is, for example, a mental place where a person is thinking in one's mind, physical personal memos, and so on. Experiment space is a space where a conclusion which is led from the hypotheses of the hypothesis space is externalized and is proposed to others. What corresponds to it is, for example, blackboards, reports, space where a group discusses about conclusion and so on. Miwa, K. claims that the unification of two spaces (Hypothesis space and Experiment space) cause stable emergent phenomenon in collaborative acts [20] .
In most existing collaborative music composition system, members upload song data to common experiment space. Experiment space means a space where some physical operations are carried out. It is also called as workspace. We can consider that the members share only experiment space at this situation.
But the uploaded data to the workspace is what each of the members made by various trials and errors. The data also what each of them made meeting the contents of requests or the conditions of the quality. The processes of the trials and errors namely hypothesis space are not shared between the members at this situation. Therefore, it is also important to share hypothesis spaces as well as experimental spaces to support creation.
Creative collaborative music composition
From the above discussion, we think that the four items below are needed for creative collaborative music composition to become possible.
(1) Resolution of shortage of members' stocks (2) Supporting escape from stagnation of thinking by members' mutual discussion (3) Externalization of thinking, reinvestigation and refinement by checking and explaining validity of thinking (4) Unification and sharing of hypothesis space and experiment space (1), (2) are described at Section 3.1, and (3), (4) are described at Section 3.2. Figure 2 is a diagram of typical collaborative music composition process that we propose. So, E and F which are represented by single rectangle in Fig. 1 are described by plural overlapping rectangles. Increasing of the stock amount solves the shortage of the stock.
The diamonds positioned between each stage represent the process of collaborative creation acts by discussion. In these processes, the externalized thinking, the presentation, the reinvestigation, and the refinement of the hypotheses are executed. The externalized thinking and thinking processes are used in these processes. When these processes exist, it is possible to escape from stagnation of thinking and to support of advent of emergent phenomenon. Through the processes described above, the themes are decided by the consensus of the members. The hypotheses are presented and reinvestigated based on the themes, then the intermediate forms are produced. Finally, the final form is produced based on the intermediate forms. Therefore, we think that the three conditions below are necessary to support creative collaborative music composition.
(1) Easy presentation and sharing of the hypotheses at the stage of theme or intermediate form The existing collaborative music composition system updates the experiment space every certain time linearly. The unification of the hypothesis space and the experiment space is not perfect in such the existing system. The linear update means the following. The members upload the song data made with pianoroll input method to the experiment space. The group updates the whole song based on those song data communicating with each other by text or video chat. Existing systems don't support to share and edit hypotheses, so it can do only one of the following operations for the hypotheses.
(a) One member cannot edit the hypotheses of another member, but he/she can refer to them. (b) One member can neither edit nor refer to the hypotheses of another member. Therefore, it is hard for a member to present and verify plural hypotheses in the existing system.
We think that the working space mixed the hypothesis space and the experiment space makes editing the hypotheses of other member and referring possible. Emerge advents stably as a result.
(2) The free discussions and the exchanging of opinions for the presented hypotheses In general, knowledge and the viewpoints of different members differ. We expect that checking validity and requesting explaining of thinking to others cause the reconstruction of the knowledge and emergence of new interpretations. When the subjects of the discussion are not clear, the group's cognitions might differ. These differences cause failure of explaining. As a result, this might cause a conflict of opinions or interfere of creation. Especially, it is highly possible for them to be caused in the collaborative work on the network. For collaborative validating of the hypotheses on the network, it is necessary to show the current subject of discussion clearly. (3) Recording and referring of producing process for evaluation and reinvestigation of hypothesis For evaluation and reinvestigation of the hypothesis, it is necessary to compare that the current hypothesis with the previous one. If the hypothesis is evaluated and reinvestigated, there is a possibility of obtaining a previous hypothesis strong support. In that case, the record of the production process might be traced back to adopt past hypothesis.
EXISTING PRODUCTS, WEB SERVICES, AND PREVIOUS WORK
Existing products and Web Service
Most existing collaborative music composition support tools are used on the Internet. A representative product is VST Connect (Steinberg). Representative Web Services are Soundtrap (Soundtrap AB) and Ohm Studio (Ohm Force). These products and Web Service support popular collaborative music composition task classified into Planning tasks/Performance tasks described in Section 3.2.
Previous work 4.2.1 Supporting musical composition by externalizing
the composer's mental space Amitani, S. and Hori, K. researched about supporting musical composition by externalizing the composer's mental space [22] . Their claims of the study are as follows.
• A presentation of musical phrases arranged in a plane on the basis of their similarities obtain the composer macroscopic view.
• As a result, cognitive loading of the composer to recognize the musical pieces is reduced. They compared two music composition conditions, one is using their system, and another is not using it. In the former condition, stagnation of thinking and escape from it were seen in music composition process. The result was shown their method and system are effective for the music composition support.
Their study subjects are different from ours in the following points.
• One of their study subject is the process from A (idea) to B (theme) in Fig. 2 . Our subject is A to D.
• Their target is individual music composition. Our target is collaborative music composition. 4.2.2 A system for supporting online collaborative music creation among casual users Ohira, M. et al. researched a system for supporting online collaborative music creation among casual users [23] . Their claims of the study is that the three conditions which are needed by the collaborative music composition system are as follows, and when the system meets these three conditions, it could be possible for the system to externalize of the images of the musical pieces and to share of the images in real time. Requirements for the collaborative music composition system are the externalization of the image of the musical pieces and sharing it in real time. They claimed the following three conditions for the realization of these requirements.
(1) Sharing the externalized musical images (2) Mutual visualization of the music composition process in real time (3) Collaborative editing of the musical scores In their study, they compared the condition of synchronizing use of the proposed system and the condition of unsynchronized use among the members. In the former condition, the reduction of working hours was seen. Synchronizing use produced significant effect for restraint of wasteful interactions.
Their research object is improvement of the working efficiency in the online collaborative music composition.
In other words, their research object is to support the collaborative music composition classified into Planning tasks/Performance tasks. Our research object is to support the collaborative music composition classified into Creative tasks/Decision-making tasks. Therefore, the research objects of both are different.
FMOL -Music collaboration support system
Jorda, S. and Wüst, O. researched the music collaboration support system on the computer networks named FMOL [24] . FMOL manages the change history of the song data changed by unspecified users on a database. FMOL also displays the list of the song data as a tree structure. It is possible for the users to refer to the change history of the songs and to modify the song data. With those operations, the users can produce the songs collaboratively.
We showed the necessary conditions for collaborative music composition in Section 3.3, FMOL meets the condition (1) and (3). FMOL is not implemented the support function for evaluation and reinvestigation. So FMOL doesn't meet the necessary condition (2) in Section 3.3.
Evaluation methods
We can conceive two evaluation methods about our proposed system. One of them is a method to evaluate whether collaborative music composition itself was improved when our system was used. Though, in this method, a very difficult and large-scale experiment is needed. Therefore, previous works are over at analysis of task and they do not evaluate about improvement.
Another of them is a method to evaluate whether our system provides functions to operate collaborative music composition successfully. In this case, the system is evaluated by both builder side and user side.
We give KJ method (Kawakita Jiro method) as an example. The purpose of most information systems to support KJ method is not what improves KJ method itself.
Their purposes are to provide functions to operate KJ method successfully to users [25] [26] [27] . In this case, a method to evaluate whether the system provides those functions is suitable [25] [26] [27] .
The purpose of this paper is not what analyzes deeply or improves collaborative music composition action of human, but what realizes a collaborative music composition system. Therefore, the latter method is better suitable as an evaluation method of the system than the former. In particular, following two items are appropriate.
(1) To be able for us to show how to be provided the analysis result from the system and how to be implemented it on the system, and those reasonability. (2) To show that target users evaluates the effectiveness and reasonability of the system. In this paper, (1) is described in Chapter 5 and (2) is described in Chapter 6.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Overview of proposed system
Our proposed system has the following three functions: (1) Work space realization function, (2) Hypothesis space managing function and (3) Comment managing function. These three functions were designed based on the conditions to support creative collaborative music composition described at Section 3.3. These functions are provided through GUI which are described at Section 5.3. Table 1 shows the correspondence between these conditions, functions, and GUI. The song data created in this work space is the externalized self-thinking of a member. A member can show this data to other members as his hypothesis with hypothesis space managing function. The members can also do the following operations with the hypothesis space managing function.
• Seeing the song data as a hypothesis that was created by other members.
• Reinvestigating the song data by editing and playing it.
• Presenting the song data added to one's own idea as a new hypothesis. (2) Hypothesis space managing function
This function is a function to manage the hypotheses created and edited by the members. This is also a function to present tree structured expressing relationships and history of hypotheses to the users. The root of tree structure is an initial state of music composition. When a member registers his song data as hypotheses, a new node (hereinafter referred to as the "hypothesis node") is added to the tree structure. Members can share this hypothesis node with each other.
There are two types of hypothesis node. One of them is an unconfirmed hypothesis node which shows that the member who presented the hypothesis is making trial and error just now. Another one of them is a confirmed hypothesis node that shows that the content of the hypothesis is established.
Unconfirmed hypothesis node is used in the following situation. When the member is under trial and error, he/she is willing to receive comments from other members, but he/she does not want that other members operate his/her song data or reuse it. Confirmed hypothesis node is used in following situation. When the member's view of thinking is clear, he/she permits other members not only to send comment but to operate his/her song data or reuse it.
Each member works in an unconfirmed hypothesis node and, as needed, he/she can change the node into the confirmed hypothesis node. We call this change "commit".
All members can invoke the hypothesis in his workspace by selecting these hypotheses nodes. With this operation, the member can grasp the processes of change of other members' hypotheses and the relations between hypotheses. The member can also check validity of thinking of him/her and thinking of others or compare them. In addition, the member can present the hypothesis that was developed from other members' hypotheses with showing the relation between the hypotheses. (3) Comment managing function
The comment managing function is a function that realizes free discussions and the exchanging of opinions between the members. It is important for the members to discuss freely and to exchange opinions in supporting creation. Therefore, it is desirable that the user can add comments to all of the information that is shown in the workspace realization function and the hypothesis space managing function. Also, it is possible for users to grasp the contents of discussion easily by providing hierarchical comment function. Figure 3 shows the architecture of proposed system. We designed our system as the Web application which is organized from servers and clients which are operated by users on the Web browsers. By that design, users do not have to configure the complex environment. Therefore even users who have an enthusiasm of music composition but do not have computer skill can utilize our system easily.
System architecture
Playing data is described at MIDI format and Web MIDI API is used as the playback environment. We implemented the client side system with HTML5, JavaScript, and jQuery. And we implemented the server side system with Python and used Tornado and Django Web framework. SQLite3 is used as a database which is utilized by servers. Figure 4 shows the screen of the client. The screen of the client is organized from screens which realize the functions for collaborative music composition described Section 5.1 and other functions. Details of the client screen are explained below.
Client
Presentation and investigation process tree screen
This screen displays the process of presentation and investigation hypothesis as a tree structure. This screen realizes the hypothesis space management function on Section 5.1 (2) . The presentation and investigation process tree describes the history and a relationship of each member's thinking as a tree structure. By this, it is possible for self and others to confirm validity of thinking.
Circles in a tree represent an unconfirmed hypothesis node. Rectangles in a tree represent a confirmed hypothesis node. When a member executes the commit operation, other members can operate or reuse corresponding hypothesis node. If a member wants to reuse a hypothesis node, he/she creates an unconfirmed hypothesis node which has the same data as a child node of a confirmed hypothesis node. She/he works using created unconfirmed hypothesis node.
To prevent the scattering of discussion place, child nodes do not inherit the comment data of their parent node. A member can create any number of hypothesis nodes. When a member changed the choice of the hypothesis node on screen, current production state of song is reflected in other screens.
A root node that represents an initial state of a song is displayed in red. Each node of other is displayed in icon color of producer of the node.
Theme presentation and investigation screen
In this screen, the themes are presented and investigated. This screen realizes the workspace realization function on Section 5.1 (1) . We define a theme as minimum of unit with meaning in the progression of music. It is made from one or more measures.
Theme presentation and investigation screen consists of theme screen and material place. Material place displays song materials of each instrument part made by members. A serial number is shown at top left of each material. Likewise, a start measure number is shown at bottom left and an end measure number is shown at bottom right. When materials are pasted on a theme screen, they are treated as parts of the song.
A theme consists of one or more materials. A material consists of one or more measures. Materials and measures are displayed as an icon on the screen. They can arrange in any order.
Intermediate form presentation and investigation
screen In this screen, intermediate form is presented and investigated. This screen realizes the workspace realization function on Section 5.1(1). We define an intermediate form as a form of the whole song under production.
Icons each of which represents a theme are displayed in intermediate form screen. In this screen, theme icons are arranged in horizontal straight line, which makes up an instrument part. And some instrument parts are arranged in vertical, which makes up the whole song. A member can check the state of the whole song which is in current selected hypothesis node on the screen. The icons can arrange in any order. The name of parts and themes can be entered in the labels near the top and leftmost icons. We componentize songs by hierarchy of the song using the way method proposed by Takahashi, Y. et al. [29] .
Comment window
In comment window, discussions for checking validity of thinking by self and others are made. This window realizes comment management function on Section 5.1 (3) .
The name of parts and themes can be entered in the labels near the top and leftmost icons. When a mark of "!" was clicked, the comment window appears. Members can read comments with the comment window. Comments are displayed in a hierarchy like as bulletin board, which will be easy to grasp the contents of the discussion (Fig. 5 ). 
Others
In pianoroll screen, members can input and edit MIDI data. This screen has two edit modes. One of them is a theme edit mode and another is a material edit mode. In member list, the thumbnail images of all of the participating members are displayed. List of operation buttons has a play button, a pause button, and a stop button. The members can play the song from any position of the pianoroll screen with these buttons. By these operations, the members can check the current state of the song by the sound.
Server
The server consists of a data server and an interaction server.
(1) Data Server
The data server exchanges and manages hypothesis node data, song data and comment data between clients and server. Hypothesis node data are tree structured hypothesis data used by hypothesis space managing function. Song data are sets of all music data entered by users. These exist in each hypothesis node. Comment data are sets of the texts of comment entered by users and its history. Each comment data links to any one of the elements in the hypothesis data node or the song data. All of the data are described in XML and they are stored in the song and comment database. Details of these data structure are described at Section 5.5.
The data server communicates with clients by using Ajax. The following three types of request may occur from the clients to the data server.
(A) Hypothesis node referring request This is a request which occurs when a client refers one of the hypothesis nodes. If the data server receives this request, it sends XML document of the song data which is linked to the corresponding node to the client. (B) Hypothesis node creating request This is a request which occurs when a client requests creating a hypothesis node to the data server. If the data server receives this request, it creates and stores a new data of the hypothesis to the song and comment database. (C) Hypothesis node committing request This is a request which occurs when a client requests changing an unconfirmed hypothesis node into a confirmed hypothesis node to the data server.
If the data server receives this request, it changes the appropriate unconfirmed hypothesis node into the confirmed hypothesis node. The song data linked its confirmed hypothesis node is prohibited from editing afterwards.
(2) Interaction server The interaction server manages the execution of the whole application by ensuring consistency among clients based on operations by the clients. This server also has a function for recording users' operating histories for evaluation experiments to the operation database. This server communicates with clients using WebSocket instead of HTTP for the executing application involves the continuous operation data exchanging.
This server responds following two types of client operation. Each operation is send to this server.
(D) Song data entering and editing operation This is an operation of entering song data or editing them in each screen of the clients. (E) Comments entering and reading operation This is an operation of entering comments for an object which is shown in the screen of the clients or an operation of reading them. When a member does one of these operations, the operation data is sent to the interaction server immediately and is saved in the operation database. The song data or the comment data might be altered by these operations. In that case, first, the data in the song and comment database are altered. Next, altering the data in the song and comment database is notified to other client(s). When the client which received the data altered notification was referring to its node, the corresponding inner data is altered and then the screen of the client is updated.
Data structure (1) Hypothesis node data
A hypothesis node list is represented as an XML document. A hypothesis node list is represented as a tree structure list by Nested Sets Model [28] .
The song data is an XML document as with the hypothesis node data. This document is organized from an element <meta> which means meta data, an element <intermediateform> which means an intermediate form of the song, an element <unusedmaterial> which means unused material data, and elements <thread> which mean sets of comment data. Fig.6 shows the structure of the song data.
The Meta data are organized from pieces of information which are concerned with the whole song or are referred by the system. Comment data is organized from an element <thread> which means a thread, and elements <comment> which means comments. It is added to an XML element which means a comments' target object as the child element.
Data sharing and update
All of the clients share the song and comment data stored in the data server each other. These data are sent from the data server at the time of system startup or the time of change of hypothesis node.
When the song data or the comment data is altered, the operation data which added the data after altering is sent to the interaction server immediately. The data after altering is sent to all of the members except the member who altered the data, and based on it, each member's data is altered.
If it occurs to mismatch between an operation data and a song and comment data, its operation is ignored (such as the case that a comment is added to a deleted data).
System utilizing scenario
A general scenario using our proposed system is below. (1) One member logs in and registers a new project to the server beforehand. At this time, a confirmed hypothesis node which plays a role the root of nodes (this is called "root node") is created. (2) Members log in to this system, and the clients start up.
Clients receive an initial state song data which exists in the root node, or receive the song data and the comment data which exist in the node which was being selected at the previous end-of-work time.
Then, each screen in the system is displayed based on the received song data. (3) A member selects a work node. He/She selects an unconfirmed hypothesis node created by himself/ herself, or creates a new child node of the confirmed hypothesis node created by himself/herself as a work node. (4) A member creates songs. He/She selects an object that he/she would like to enter notes in it from the intermediate form presentation and investigation screen or the material place. Then he/she enters notes at the pianoroll screen, and creates themes by arranging created materials into the theme screen. By the procedure mentioned above, an intermediate form of the song is created. When his/her view of thinking became clear, he/she executes commit and sends the song data and the comment data to the data server. The data server receives the song data and the comment data, and stores them. (5) A member refers to a hypothesis node which was created by oneself or other member. If any idea resulted by referring to the node, he/she adds a comment to the target object. Then, a comment data is added to the song data by the member's commenting. The comment is reflected into the comment window immediately and is displayed as a part of a hierarchical thread. After writing the comment, a mark of "!" which means the comment's existence is displayed near the target object. (6) If a new emergent occurred by the discussion by the comment management function with other member(s), a member modifies his/her hypothesis or creates a new data based on that. (7) By being repeated from (3) to (6), the structure of the presentation and investigation process tree becomes more complicated and more hypotheses become referable. By that, opportunities of discussion and creation will be increase. Operation data which occurred during that are sent successively to the interaction server. (8) A member selects logout command if he/she would like to end the work. Then, a logout screen is displayed and the system shuts down.
EVALUATION BY USERS
Evaluating Viewpoint
Evaluating viewpoints of our system in the utilization experiment is as follows.
(1) Effectiveness and reasonability in the collaborative music composition work using our system Evaluate from the following items whether or not the three functions provided by the system are effective and reasonable for avoiding two reasons of collaborative composition failure and comprehensive collaborative music composition work.
(a) escape from stagnation of thinking (b) solving shortage of stocks (c) total collaborative music composition work (2) Practicality of our system Practicality such as operability of the system, validity of GUI design, whether users can understand provided functions and whether users can perform the collaborative music composition work smoothly are evaluated by the following items.
(d) song data input and edit functions (e) screen objects operation functions (f) song playback functions (g) node functions (h) comment functions
Experimental Abstract
In this paper, we decided not to conduct a utilization experiment in actual collaborative music composition work. Instead, we conducted a simple utilization experiment which completes within a few hours by one experimenter and one subject. We evaluate our system has effectiveness, reasonability, and practicality (e.g. execution speed, GUI design) in collaborative music composition work by the simple utilization experiment.
The reasons that actual collaborative music composition work was not targeted are as follows. (1) In actual collaborative music composition work, a group which consists of a few people needs to work as long as several days or weeks, so effectiveness of system is a large problem. (2) Each group member's music composition skill, experience, composition style, genre of composition and so on (hereinafter called profile) affects considerably to work progress. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze subject's profile in detail. (3) Our system has abundant and complicated functions described as Section 5.1, because it has the functions for collaborative music composition in addition to the functions of general personal music composition system. Therefore, subject needs to gain use experience of our system to be familiar with it.
Experimental Method
The number of subject is three and their profiles are shown in Table 2 . For the following two reasons, as subject, we chose novice or intermediate DTM users (hereafter called "light user") who are making music not for business but for hobby.
(1) Our system is implemented as a Web application.
Therefore, if this system is published on the Web, it is expected that it will be used by light users.
(2) Professional composers have many musical skills and knowledge for solving problems of music composition by themselves. Therefore, it is thought that they do not use functions of the system much because of their weak incentive to share the stocks with other users. The experiment was conducted for each subject by the following steps. The experiment time per subject was approximately ninety minutes.
(1) Explanation of experiment
The experimenter explained the purpose of the experiment and its environment to the subject. (2) Explanation of the system operation The experimenter explained the operation and made the practice of the system to the subject based on the user's manual. (3) Conduct of task
The experimenter gave the song data partially created on the system to the subject, and the subject performed the task of composing the rest of the musical piece. That was carried out for actualizing the simple collaborative music composition situation. The song data is a Japanese pop style song intro which consists of sixteen measures, four instrumental parts (melody, guitar, bass, percussion), and is four-quarter time, E-major.
However, the song data exchange between the experimenter and the subject was not conducted, and the task was terminated when the subject completed his/her work or thirty minutes passed. (4) Additional explanation Due to abundance and complexity of the system functions, not all of them are used during task conduct Therefore, the experimenter demonstrated and additionally explained the functions that the subject did not use to subject. (2) The experimenter conducted an interview based on the results of the questionnaire and noticed points during the task.
Experiment environment
In the experiment environment, two PCs connected our system were set in a room and each was assigned to either experimenter or subject. In addition, two observers were placed to observe the whole experiment. Experiment steps (1) to (5) was conducted by the experimenter and in step (6) the observers also participated.
Result
An excerpt of five grade evaluation result in the questionnaire was shown in Table 3 and remarkable opinions from the open-ended question and the interview are shown in Table 4 .
Discussion
About the five-grade evaluation of basic functions, the score of the playback functions was low. In the interview, there were opinions such as "Musical notes are not displayed when playback is started" or "It was not possible to specify the position to return to when stopped". It can be said the other items were approximately highly acclaimed because the scores of them were fewer than 3.00. As the other opinions, there were opinions about such as execution speed ("feels slow" or "feels like stumble"), user interface ("Overall design is good", "Information on the screen is hard to be read"). From the above, it can be said problems remain in practicality of basic functions, so it is necessary to review the implementation.
About the node functions, the score was 1.67 in average and they were highly appreciated. In the open-ended question and the interview, there were plural opinions which appreciate effectiveness of node reference and use functions. That shows high level of practicality of the node functions. To refer or utilize other nodes is useful.
Remarkable opinions in the interview
Musical notes are not displayed when playback is started and position to return to when stopped cannot be specified.
Comment functions are useful but I cannot understand well those appropriate situation and timing of use.
Feels slow or stumble (Opinions for execution speed)
Overall design is good, information on the screen is hard to be read (Opinions for user interface )
About the comment functions, the score about comment writing function was especially low. For the comment functions, in the interview, there is an opinion "It is useful" which appreciates those practicalities. On the other hand, there was an opinion such as "I cannot understand well those appropriate situation and timing of use". It is necessary to consider about that.
About escaping from stagnation of thinking and shortage of stocks, both of them scored fewer than 2.00 and they were highly appreciated. These results show that our system is effective to solve the cause of failure of composition. Finally, the score about collaborative music composition was 2.67, which was higher appreciation than the central score 3.00.
Concerning comprehensively of the above, though there are several points which need to be improved about the practicality in our system, other practicality and effectiveness in collaborative music composition work were highly appreciated. Therefore, it can be concluded that our system is effective to support collaborative music composition.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we described about the evaluation and implementation of creative collaborative music composition we have already proposed. In particular, we designed in detail and implemented the system. We conducted a utilization experiment using our system. From the questionnaire and the interview there, it showed that our system is effective for collaborative music composition.
In the future, we will consider large-scale experiments based on the results of this time and reviews using long-term use, and we are considering further detailed data collection and analysis. Among them, we hope to obtain the more knowledge to exercise creativity based on the human original affective activity.
